ABSTRACT
The field of channel coding started with Claude Shannon"s 1948 landmark paper [1] . Since then there have been many channel coding concepts and techniques evolved to achieve the channel capacity.
Concatenated coding schemes [2] were first proposed by Forney as a method for achieving large coding gains by combining two or more relatively simple constituent codes. The resulting codes had the error-correction capability of much longer codes, and they were endowed with a structure that permitted relatively easy to moderately complex decoding. The main essence of concatenated coding scheme lies in its flexible architecture that allows using different combinations of coding techniques to achieve desired performance. Turbo codes, invented by Berrou, Glavieux, and Thitimajshima [3, 4] , can be imagined as a refinement of the concatenated encoding structure plus an iterative algorithm for decoding the associated code sequence. A few years after the invention of Turbo codes, researchers became aware that Gallager"s low-density parity-check (LDPC) block codes, first introduced in [5] , were also capable of capacityapproaching performance on a variety of channels. LDPC codes, decoded using the belief propagation algorithm, can achieve capacity on the binary erasure channel (BEC) [6, 7] and achieve performance very close to capacity on other channels such as the binary symmetric channel (BSC) and the additive white Gaussian noise channel (AWGNC) [8] . Although Turbo codes and LDPC codes demonstrate good error correction ability, their decoding complexity is high and they require large block length to gain advantage of their decoding mechanism at low signal-to-noise ratio values. Advances in the field seem to suggest that it is very difficult to significantly improve upon existing channel coding techniques. Hence, a new class of code or perhaps a completely new approach is desirable.
This article introduces a new coding technique that has the potential to improve the error correction performance with moderate decoding complexity and approach the channel capacity.
The proposed codes can either be used as an inner code in concatenated structure or in parallel configuration with other powerful channel codes. In the proposed coding technique, we generate multiple sequences during decoding process and derive bit-wise reliability. All these sequences together with bit-wise reliability information are forwarded to the next decoding block (connected in series or parallel) to retrieve the original information bits.
A somewhat similar approach was introduced by Yasuo Harada, Qiang Wang and Vijay Bhargava [9] . They anticipated improvement in the performance of Trellis Code Modulation (TCM) serially concatenated with Reed Solomon codes [10] by introducing erasure and error decoding. They used the probability function from Hagenauer"s [11] paper to declare the erasure of the symbol. For their first proposed scheme, they used the Viterbi decoder with a decision depth of L-15, which is 5 times the constraint length, and calculated two survivor paths with consecutive smaller minimum metrics M1 and M2. They calculated the difference between the metrics of the two paths as , and when  is smaller than a given threshold they declared erasures at the positions where the symbols of both the paths differed. They also proposed a method of erasure declaration based on averaging the reliability information over fixed window stages. Modified Viterbi algorithms with erasure declaration were also reported in [11, 12 13 14] . However, this concept of erasure and error decoding could not work effectively at low E b /N o values.
This article discusses the proposed rate 1/2 codes in serially concatenated configuration. Simulation results provided in this article clearly reveal the potential of the proposed coding technique. This article exhibits the simulation results over the AWGN channel; hence we shall start with various definitions of the Shannon limit for this channel.
SHANNON LIMIT FOR THE AWGN CHANNEL
Performance of coding scheme over an AWGN channel may be characterized by two parameters: its signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and its spectral efficiency (). Here, SNR is the ratio of average signal power to average noise power, and spectral efficiency is the ratio of bit transmission rate to the channel bandwidth. If coding scheme transmits R bits per second over an AWGN channel of bandwidth W Hertz, then the spectral efficiency  = R/W bits per second per hertz (b/s/Hz).
Shannon showed that for an AWGN channel with given SNR and bandwidth W Hertz, the rate of reliable transmission is upperbounded by Figure 1 illustrates the basic block diagram of serially concatenated configuration with the proposed codes as an inner code. Input bits go through two coding blocks during the process: 1) outer code and 2) the proposed inner code. Figure 2 illustrates the basic block diagram of parallel concatenated configuration using the proposed codes. Any existing channel code or combination of channel codes can be combined with the proposed codes, either in parallel configuration or serial configuration. However, the decoding logic of the selected coding technique, in both the cases, needs to be modified in order to make full use of multiple sequences and bit-wise reliability information provided by the proposed code. It will become more evident once we go through the example. In order to evaluate the proposed coding technique, the performance of bit-wise reliability sequences is more important than its relative position in the coding structure. One can also use an interleaver in conjunction with the existing channel code/ outer code block. This article only discusses the serially concatenated configuration to introduce the proposed coding technique; hence the proposed codes are referred to as proposed inner code for the rest of the article. At the transmitter side, information bits are encoded using the serially concatenated configuration . During the encoding process, the information bits go through outer encoder and inner encoder blocks respectively.
BASIC CONFIGURATION FOR THE PROPOSED CHANNEL CODES

Outer Encoder
Code rate of the outer code depends on the selection of the outer coding technique. We can either use a single channel coding technique or a combination of multiple channel codes as an outer code. Any powerful channel codes like LDPC codes, Turbo codes, Raptor codes [15] or combination of other channel codes can be used as an outer code. This article does not emphasise on end-to-end system realization, hence the selection criterion for the outer code is not discussed in detail.
Inner Encoder
Code rate of the proposed inner code is 1/2 and its trellis representation is illustrated in Figure 3 . There are four states and each input bit is encoded using two encoding bits dictated by its ending state. One can also alter the bit notations for the states. Encoding process always starts from state "S0". A solid line in the trellis represents bit "1" while a dotted line represents bit "0". From the trellis illustrated in Figure 3 , it is clear that the proposed rate 1/2 inner code is a systematic code. Although the trellis representation of the proposed inner encoding technique may look quite similar to rate 1/2 convolutional code [16] , the actual encoding process is completely different. The traditional convolutional codes are mostly decoded using Viterbi algorithm (VA), invented by Andy Viterbi in 1977 [17] . However, the proposed inner code uses a unique decoding approach of generating multiple sequences and deriving bit-wise reliability. An example to understand the proposed inner encoding and decoding process in detail is provided below.
Assume that after performing outer encoding we got the following bit sequence as an input to the proposed inner encoder:
Performing the inner encoding on this bit sequence:
The starting state is always S0,
The first input bit is 1 and the present state is S0. Therefore, the encoded bits are "10" and the next state becomes S1 The second input bit is 0 and the present state is S1. Therefore, the encoded bits are "00" and the next state becomes S2
The third input bit is 0 and the present state is S2. Therefore, the encoded bits are "01" and the next state becomes "S1"
The fourth input bit is 1 and the present state is S1. Therefore, the encoded bits are "10" and the next state becomes "S2"….
Finally we get the following inner encoded sequence: 10 00 01 10 11 00 01 10 11 00 01 01 10 00 10 11 00 01 01 10 11 11 11 00 01 10 00 01 01 01 10 00 10 00 10 00 10 00 10 00 10 00 10 00 01 10 11 11 00 01 01 10 00 01 01 01 01 01 10 00 01 10 11 11 00 10 11 00 10 00 [70*2=140 bits]
These encoded bits are modulated and transmitted to the receiver through the AWGN channel.
PROPOSED DECODING TECHNIQUE
When message bits are transmitted through a noisy channel, some symbols are corrupted by the noise and hence we get few bits in error at the receiver end. For our example, suppose we get the following bit sequence at the receiver after performing demodulation and hard decision on the received signal: 10 00 01 11 11 00 01 10 01 00 11 01 10 00 10 10 00 01 01 10 11 11 11 11 01 10 00 01 00 01 10 00 10 00 01 00 10 00 10 00 11 00 10 00 01 11 11 11 00 01 01 10 11 00 01 01 01 00 11 00 01 10 11 11 00 10 11 00 10 00 [total 140bits: Bits marked in bold are in error].
While decoding serially concatenated codes, the inner code protects the symbols of the outer code and reduces the error events, so that outer code can easily correct rest of the errors and retrieve the original information bits. As mentioned earlier this article does not discuss much about the outer decoding as we can select the existing coding technique as an outer code.
Basic block diagram of the proposed serially concatenated decoding process is illustrated in Figure 4 . This article focuses only on hard decision based inner decoding. Demodulator block provides the hard-decision bits to the proposed inner decoder block.
During the proposed inner decoding process, multiple sequences are decoded using hard-decision bits. Different combinations of these decoded sequences are used to generate the bit-wise reliability sequences. 
Proposed inner decoding technique and the simulation results
Flowchart of the proposed inner decoding process for N received bits, where N can be any even integer, is shown in Figure 5 . It is obvious that performing inner decoding on N received bits will give N/2 decoded bits as a decoded output.
As shown in the flowchart, during the inner decoding process five sequences, forward path-1 (FP-1), forward path-2 (FP-2), forward path-3 (FP-3), reverse path-1 (RP-1), and reverse path-2 (RP-2), are generated using different logical functions. Using collective information from selected decoded sequences, two bit-wise reliability sequences called accurate-bits sequence (ABS) and highly accurate-bits sequence (HABS) are generated. We can derive additional bit-wise reliability sequences using different combinations of the decoded sequences.
We will now go through the logical functions and procedures for decoding multiple sequences, and generating bit-wise reliability sequences. As the inner encoding rate is ½, the decoding process is performed using sets of two bits. After receiving the bits string from the demodulator block, the first step in the proposed inner decoding process is to create the sets that contain two bits each. From encoding trellis, we can proclaim the valid transitions and invalid transitions between any two successive sets or states as depicted in Table 1 , where n represents an odd integer 0 < n < N-2. After generating all the sets, the next step is to fix and decode the first and last set.
Decoding the first set
From the inner encoding trellis, it is obvious that the first two bits can be either 10 or 01. If the first set (the first two bits) is 11 or 00, then modify it to 01 or 10 depending on the bits at position 3 and position 4. Table 2 explains the complete decoding logic for the first set. 
Decoding the last set
Keep the last set (the last two bits) as it is and decode them as shown in Table 3 . 
Decoding multiple sequences using the rest of the sets
After decoding the first and last set, different logical operations are performed on the rest of the sets (demodulated bits: "3, 4 … N-3, N-2") to decode multiple sequences. We use the same demodulated bits or sets to generate all five sequences. However, while generating different sequences, the original bits may be modified depending on the logical function of that particular sequence.
During the inner decoding, we represent the decoded bit using one of the three statuses: bit "0", bit "1" or discarded bit "x". If the bit is decoded as "1" or "0", it is considered as a valid bit or reliable bit, and if it is decoded as "x", then that particular bit position is considered as a discarded bit or unreliable bit.
Forward path-1 (FP-1)
While generating this sequence, we proceed from left to right, in a forward direction, so it is called forward path-1. We decode a particular set based on its transition condition with the preceding set. While proceeding in forward direction, if a valid transition occurs between two successive sets, then decode the set under operation using Table 3 . If an invalid transition occurs, then decode the set under operation using the sets before and after that location. Modify the bits of the set under operation during the decoding process as suggested in Table 4 . A complete logical algorithm for decoding forward path-1 is shown in Table 4 , where n is an odd integer 2 < n < N-2 (i.e. second set represents demodulated bit number 3, and 4; n=3).
e.g. Assume while decoding set 3 (demodulated bits "5, 6"; n=5), invalid transition occurred between set 2 and set 3. Therefore, we shall decode and modify set 3 based on the bits of set 2 (demodulated bits "4, 5") and set 4 (demodulated bits "7, 8"). 
Forward path-2 (FP-2)
While generating this sequence, we again proceed from left to right, in a forward direction, so it is called forward path-2. We decode and modify a set under operation using the sets before and after that location, without considering its transition condition. A complete logical algorithm for decoding forward path-2 is shown in Table 5 , where n is an odd integer 2 < n < N-2.
e.g. For set 3 (n=5), decode and modify the bits of set 3 based on the bits of set 2 and set 4. 
Forward path-3 (FP-3)
While generating this sequence, we continue to proceed from left to right, in a forward direction, so it is called forward path-3. We decode a set under operation based on its transition condition with the preceding set. While proceeding in forward direction, if a valid transition occurs between the set under operation and its preceding set, then decode that particular set using Table  3 . If an invalid transition occurs, then decode the set under operation with "x" (discarded-bit). A complete logical algorithm for decoding forward path-3 is shown in Table 6 , where n is an odd integer 2 < n < N-2.
e.g. Assume while decoding set number 3 (n=5), invalid transition occurred between set 2 and set 3. Therefore, we shall decode set 3 with "x". 
Reverse path-1 (RP-1)
While generating this sequence, we proceed from right to left, in a reverse direction, so it is called reverse path-1. The overall logic for decoding reverse path-1 is similar to that of forward path-1, except it is performed in the reverse direction. A complete logical algorithm for decoding reverse path-1 is shown in Table 7 , where n is an odd integer with descending order N-2 > n > 2.
e.g. Assume while decoding set 3, invalid transition occurred between set 2 and set 3. So we shall decode and modify set 3 based on bits of set 4 and set 2. 
Reverse path-2 (RP-2)
While generating this sequence, we again proceed from right to left, in a reverse direction, so it is called reverse path-2. The overall logic for decoding reverse path-2 is similar to that of forward path-2, except it is performed in the reverse direction. A complete logical algorithm for decoding reverse path-2 is shown in Table 8 , where n is an odd integer with descending order N-2 > n > 2. e.g. For set 3 (n=5), decode and modify the bits of set 3 based on the bits of set 4 and set 2. The bit-wise reliability sequences (ABS and HABS) are generated using different combinations of multiple decoded sequences. A bit in the accurate-bits sequence (ABS) represents bit "0" if all the selected paths represent bit "0", or bit "1" if all the selected paths represent bit "1". If any path out of the selected paths has a different bit, then that bit position is represented by "x". The Valid bits (bits presented by either "0" or "1") in the ABS have less error probability compared to any individual decoded sequence; hence the valid bits should be treated with more significance than the discarded-bits during the outer decoding. For the given example, we get the following ABS.
10xx100xxxxx10xx0001111xx10xx01010xx101xx010xx1100011000xx100111011010
We will now compare the ABS with the original encoded sequence.
There is only one bit in error out of 49 ([49/70]*100 = 70%) valid bits, so BER of the ABS for given example is 1/49 = 0.02041.
HABS is generated by discarding the valid bits that are immediately before or after the discarded bit positions in the ABS. The HABS for a given example is:
1xxxx0xxxxxxxxxxx00111xxxxxxxx101xxxx0xxxx1xxxx10001100xxxx00111011010 In order to understand the significance of deriving bit-wise reliability, let us examine the simulation results of the ABS and HABS over the AWGN channel. It is evident that the use of coding (redundancy bits) decreases the signal-to-noise ratio that is used to transmit over the channel. As the total coding rate depends on the selection of outer code, which is not implemented in this article, it is not possible to add appropriate noise level to the transmitted signal. Hence, we should consider performance (BER) improvement, achieved by the ABS and HABS, with respect to demodulated bit error rate rather than its apparent E b /N o value. Table 9 shows the simulation results of the accurate-bits sequence (ABS) and highly accurate-bits sequence (HABS), generated using FP-1, FP-3, RP-1, and RP-2. Frame size of 1200 bits, BPSK modulation, and 1000 iterations were used during all the simulations. Table 10 shows the simulation results of the ABS and HABS generated using FP-1, FP-2, RP-1 and RP-2. For both the cases, we only have presented the HABS BER performance results that have the amount of valid bits greater than 40 percent. Figure 5 shows a more conventional representation of the ABS performance, obtained in Tables 9 and 10 . As can be seen from Figure 5 , the ABS brings down the error rate even for higher values of demodulated BER (demodulated BER > 0.13). The ABS generated using FP-1, FP-3, RP-1 and RP-2 (Table 9) provide better BER performance than that of generated using FP-1, FP-2, RP-1 and RP-2 (Table 10) , but with less amount of valid bits. We can use multiple bit-wise reliability sequences for the outer decoding but that will make the outer decoding process a bit complex, hence only one ABS is advisable. The proposed rate 1/2 inner code performs consistently, in terms of the ABS BER, even for higher values of demodulated BER, i.e., demodulated BER > 0.13. This is an interesting observation as the Shannon-limit for rate 1/2 code is 0.2 dB. It signifies the lowest possible bit-energy-to-noise ratio E b /N o , required to achieve a reliable BER over the binary-input AWGN channel using rate 1/2 codes.
The concept of bit-wise reliability may look similar to erasure declaration logic. However, in the erasure declaration method we do not consider the erased bits for the decoding process. While in the proposed technique, even though we have discarded few bit positions in the ABS, the other decoded sequences (FP-1&2 and RP-1&2) still have a valid bit for all the locations.
The ABS does not have a valid bit (either "0" or "1") for all the bit positions; therefore, the proposed inner code cannot be used alone. There must be some encoding stage combined with it, which can offer high code distance. In a serially concatenated coding configuration the bit-wise reliability information (ABS and HABS) and other decoded sequences (FP-1, FP-2, FP-3, RP-1, and RP-2) are forwarded to the outer decoding block.
It should be emphasized that although we focus our performance analysis on BPSK transmission over various channels, the techniques we consider here can be implemented in a straightforward manner using any modulation such as multiple phase shift keying (MPSK), quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) or frequency shift keying (FSK).
Outer Decoding
Once we have the bit-wise reliability sequences and other decoded sequences, outer decoding should become easy. As discussed earlier any high distance code or error erasure code can be used as outer code. We can decode the outer coding stage using collective information from bitwise reliability sequences and multiple decoded sequences.
Outer encoded sequence, used in our example, should be separated from other possible legal codes by finite code distance. To show the effectiveness of the proposed inner coding scheme we shall compute the hamming distance between different decoded sequences and original encoded bit sequence. However, in practice we will have multiple legitimate sequences/patterns to choose from, based on the size of the outer decoding window. This will make the decoding process more complex than what we will discuss next.
Original outer encoded bits:
1001100110001011000111100100001010101010101001110001000000100111011010
Assuming 10 bits window size for outer decoding, the original outer encoded window patterns are: We will perform the decoding operation for the last two windows, window 6 and 7, as there is an error event within the ABS for window 6. Here we have considered FP-1, FP-2, RP-1, and RP-2 for the outer decoding. For window 6, outer encoded pattern is "0100000010" and its Hamming distance with respect to different decoded sequences is listed in Table 11 . If we assume that the outer code provides sufficiently large code distance, then it is obvious from the comparison, shown in Table 11 , that FP-1 or FP-2 together with the ABS strongly suggest the selection of given outer encoded pattern.
For window 7, the outer encoded pattern is "0111011010" and its Hamming distance with respect to different decoded sequences is listed in Table 12 . Table 12 , it is clear that all the sequences strongly suggest the selection of a given outer encoded pattern.
If two decoded sequences show almost similar code distance and both suggest different legitimate paths/ trellis, then follow both the paths for a while and one of them will eventually end up making more error assumptions with respect to the ABS. We can even introduce a threshold based on the quantity of valid bits in the ABS, for some fix decoding window size, to make the outer decoding easier.
Sometimes an individual sequence may lead to an erroneous decoding path/trellis, and that is when the ABS becomes useful and serves as a retracting sequence. Likewise, the ABS alone may lead to an erroneous decoding path because of a lesser amount of valid bits within the selected decoding window. At this instance, one of the four decoded sequences may serve as a retracting sequence. This means the outer decoding algorithm has to be designed or modified in such a way that the ABS and other decoded sequences should retract each other during the decoding process. It is apparent from the previous discussion that decoding algorithms of selected conventional outer coding technique must be modified in order to rely more on the ABS in conjunction with any one decoded sequence. We can either use hard-decision decoding or soft-decision decoding for the outer code. To perform soft-decision decoding, we can assign higher weights for the valid accurate-bits and highly-accurate-bits positions, and consider the discarded-bits as it is or assign lesser weight.
CONCLUSION
The proposed coding technique provides a completely new and promising approach in the channel coding field. It is obvious from the above discussion that decoding complexity of the proposed coding technique is low as compared to currently used channel codes. The obtained results for the proposed codes as an inner code strongly indicate that proper teaming of outer and inner codes can yield a significant improvement in error correction performance with moderate decoding complexity. Any existing coding technique can be combined with the proposed codes after making some modifications to its decoding technique. These codes are of special interest in moderate to low signal-to-noise ratio applications.
